
Specialist suppliers to 
the Medical, Beauty and 
Aesthetics, Massage, 
Sports and Complementary 
Therapy sectors

Your clients 
deserve 
Avalon



Luxury that inspires their loyalty
Whether you provide medical treatments, beauty and aesthetics procedures, or massage, sports or 
complementary therapies, you want your clients to enjoy the professional service and comfortable experience 
that they deserve – and that will bring them back to you time after time. The couch on which the treatment, 
procedure or therapy takes place plays a huge role in determining your clients’ perception of your service.

Avalon Couches offer you an unrivalled range of beautiful, fully electric, UK-manufactured couches 
and accessories at extremely competitive prices. Put your trust and your clients’ comfort in the hands 
of Avalon Couches, the leading supplier to many of the leading practitioners in your sector.

Choice and confidence:  
We build our couches around your services. 

Choose the colour that fits with your 

environment and your brand. Select the couches 

that deliver exactly the range of heights, depths 

and widths, and the head, back, mid-section and 

foot adjustments that you seek. And enjoy the 

confidence that our lifetime guarantee delivers.

Cost-effectiveness:  
Our couches start at under £600 

including VAT, with a comprehensive 

range of additional features available. 

Craftsmanship and comfort: 
Manufactured entirely in the UK, with steelwork 

from specialist fabricators and cushions from a 

master upholsterer, our couches grace the salons 

of many leading practitioners and therapists. 

With their impressive look and feel, and full 

range of quiet and smooth adjustments made 

entirely from the handset, Avalon Couches 

are a delight for client and therapist alike.
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“I have found 
Avalon to be 
extremely 
efficient”

“The couches  
are perfect  
for our needs

“Their service 
has never 
disappointed us”

“Personally, I have found Avalon to be 

extremely efficient from the initial enquiry, 

through the order process, leading to a 

swift and efficient delivery. So much so, that 

we have enquired about other products 

other than couches as the prices have been 

very competitive with other suppliers.”

Paula Hanlon,

Hotels & Leisure Director,

Formby Hall Golf Resort & Spa

“I now have 5 Avalon Couches in two sites 

which are used for complimentary therapies. 

My patients have cancer or palliative care 

needs and have complex physical problems. 

The couches I have purchased from Avalon 

have reduced the need for any manual 

handling, are comfortable and perfect for 

our needs. I am very happy with the product 

and the service from Avalon couches.”

Lynne Sheridan

Day Care Manager

Palliative Care, Y Rhosyn & Ty Olwyn

“We have been using Avalon Couches  

for a few years now. Their service has  

never disappointed us. The staff of  

Avalon Couches work in a very professional  

manner and they value their customers.  

I would recommend them to any company 

requesting their kind of services.”

Janine Davidson 

Assistant Facilities Manager

The Harley Medical Group



MultiFlex is perfect for a professional, busy but tranquil working environment such as yours, 
where you need to treat many clients of different heights, builds and needs. MultiFlex 
couches are fully electric for smooth professional adjustment, and boast an extremely 
wide operating height range – from 18” (45cm) to 39” (99cm) – to ensure both the 
client’s and the therapist’s maximum comfort before, during and after the treatment.

MultiFlex tables have two, three or five adjustable cushions to accommodate all of the therapies and 
treatments that you offer, all the while focusing on client comfort. The table can be lowered to just 
18 inches to make your clients’ mount, movement and dismount as easy and relaxing as possible.

The multiple configurations of the MultiFlex table beautifully and professionally 
facilitate every client, every treatment and every therapist.

MultiFlex: 
Ultimate luxury 
and flexibility

MultiFlex: Ultimate luxury and flexibility

MultiFlex features:

-  Fully electric adjustment through 

the handset control pad

- Smooth silent operation

-  Electrically adjustable height range,  

back rest, mid section & foot section

- Minimum working height 18” (45cm)

- Maximum working height 39” (99cm)

- Table length 72” (182cm)

- Standard cushion size 27” (68cm) x 3” (7.5cm)

- Face hole and plug (on the 2 and 3 section)

-  Heavy duty lockable wheels with level adjustment

- Easy clean moisture resistant vinyl

-  Ample space for therapists’ knees,  

legs and feet underneath the table

- Suitable for all treatments

2 Cushions: 3 Cushions: 5 Cushions:

Movement Options:
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Colours: 1) Mystic White, 2) Champagne, 3) Latte, 4) Oatmeal, 5) Moonrock, 6) Sandsurf, 7) Grey Light, 8) Cinder Grey,  
9) Slate Grey, 10) Slate Black, 11) Blue Bay, 12) Royal Blue, 13) Navy Blue, 14) Sport Purple, 15) Laguna Green, 16) Tide Pool Green,  
17) Glen Green, 18) Mocha, 19) Burgundy, 20) Lollipop Red  Please note: Other colours are available on request. 
Colours may vary slightly. Please request physical swatches for exact colour.

Colour options:
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MultiStyle features:

-  Fully electric adjustment  

through handset control pad

- Base covered with a fitted fibre glass casing

- Smooth silent operation

-  Electrically adjustable height range, back 

rest, mid section & foot section

- Working height range 22” (56cm) - 38” (97cm)

- Table length 72” (182cm)

- Standard cushion size 27” (68cm) x 3” (7.5cm)

-  Face cradle and arm support pad  

as standard on the MultiStyle 5

-  Heavy duty lockable wheels with level adjustment

- Easy clean moisture resistant vinyl

-  Ample space for therapists’ knees, legs 

and feet underneath the table

- Suitable for all treatments

MultiStyle:  
Ultimate luxury 
and style
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3 Cushions: 5 Cushions:

Movement options:

Perfect for popular professional environments such as yours, offering the 
full range of body treatments, Botox, facials, pedicures and manicures, 
MultiStyle combines superb style with smooth, fast practicality.

The MultiStyle range has been developed in collaboration with a leading-edge spa designer, and boasts 
fully electric adjustment and a compact lifting system, with all moving parts elegantly encased within a 
sculpted fibreglass base. The MultiStyle table is available with either three or five cushions, all of which 
can be electrically adjusted to accommodate both the client and the therapist’s build and needs.

Clients experience the luxury, comfort and relaxation they seek and deserve; therapists 
enjoy easy adjustment and maximum legroom during seated treatments. 

Colours: 1) Mystic White, 2) Champagne, 3) Latte, 4) Oatmeal, 5) Moonrock, 6) Sandsurf, 7) Grey Light, 8) Cinder Grey,  
9) Slate Grey, 10) Slate Black, 11) Blue Bay, 12) Royal Blue, 13) Navy Blue, 14) Sport Purple, 15) Laguna Green, 16) Tide Pool Green,  
17) Glen Green, 18) Mocha, 19) Burgundy, 20) Lollipop Red  Please note: Other colours are available on request. 
Colours may vary slightly. Please request physical swatches for exact colour.

Colour options:
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Avalon 
options
Every Avalon couch features  
a comprehensive range of options  
to enable you to create a treatment 
table that is perfect for your 
therapist and for each new client.

The options include core aspects such as the 

cushion configuration and height adjustment, 

through more detailed options such as  

the face hole and plug and side arms,  

to the aesthetics of colour and material.

Every Avalon couch is carefully crafted in the 

UK, ensuring its every option enhances its 

performance for you and its visual, sensual 

and practical experience for your clients.

Avalon 
accessories 
& portables
To complement our couches 
and provide you with the 
ultimate in bespoke treatment 
environments, we offer a range 
of soft and vinyl accessories.

Our fleece pillows, bolsters and couch covers 

are made from supersoft anti-pill polar fleece 

to keep clients warm and enhance their 

comfort. Easy to wash, these accessories dry 

quickly whilst retaining their original soft feel.

Our towelling couch covers and accessories 

are manufactured in the UK from soft but 

hardwearing stretch towelling. They are 

elasticated to fit snugly, with studded tapes 

to keep the cover in place during treatment. 

Both are available in a wide range of colours.

Our vinyl accessories include stools 

with adjustable heights, face cushions, 

lumbar pillows, standard face cradles, 

neck cushions and support bolsters.

Portable quality 
For mobile therapists or those who offer 

on-site treatments, the Avalon range includes 

portable couches, on-site massage chairs 

and desktoppers that are strong and long-

lasting but lightweight and mobile.
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Available options:

- Two, three or five section adjustable cushions

-  30” (76cm) width (although we 

can manufacture any width)

-  4” (10cm) depth (although we 

can manufacture any depth)

-  Face hole and plug as standard 

on the 2 and 3 section

-  Face cradle and arm pad available as 

optional extra on the 2 and 3 section

- Extra length (72” (182cm) standard)

-  Memory foam (which takes 

the depth to 4” (10cm))

 

-  Our unique “Volupturest” feature - extra holes 

for the more generously endowed lady - 

complete with plug on the 2 and 3 section

- Side arms available on the 2 and 3 section

- Couch roll holder

- Choice of white or black frame

- Wide range of colours

-  Additional support cushions to match bed, 

i.e. neck cushions, head cushion, bolsters

Volupturest + Face 
Cradle & Arm Pad

Face Cradle & Arm PadSide ArmsFace Hole

Saddle StoolBolster Cushion  
(Fleece or towelling available)

Accessories include:

Rolling Stool with BackrestFleece Neck Pillow  
(Fleece or towelling available)



How to buy:
Let us help you to create the perfect couch for your needs from our choice 
of models, cushion configurations, fabrics, colours and accessories.

Online: Please browse online to  
see details of our complete range  
of couches, options, accessories  
and portables. Simply visit  
www.avalon-couches.co.uk

By phone: Please call us on 
01373 822212 to discuss your 
needs with our experienced and 
understanding specialists, and to 
ask any questions you may have.

In person: Visit our purpose-
built showroom (by appointment 
only please) for a comprehensive 
demonstration of our range.
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Avalon 
spares 
Avalon is committed to the  
quality of the products that 
we supply to you, and thus to 
the performance and reliability 
that you expect from them. 

A major part of our commitment to you is 

our promise to ensure that you can enjoy 

uninterrupted use of your Avalon couches. 

We therefore keep a comprehensive supply 

of spares, any of which we can rush to you, 

in the unlikely event of your needing them.

Avalon 
servicing
Along with spares goes servicing.  
We aim to keep your couches 
performing to the highest 
level at all times. 

Our highly skilled and comprehensively trained 

service engineers are on hand to service and 

repair your couch, at a time that is appropriate 

for the couch and convenient for you.

Avalon 
lifetime 
guarantee
At Avalon, we use only the highest 
quality components and the most 
highly skilled manufacturing and 
assembly crafts and techniques. This 
confidence in our products allows us 
to offer you a lifetime guarantee.

If any Avalon couch’s frame should ever perform 

to less than the highest standards, we will 

replace it. The rest of our couches’ components 

carry an unconditional 3-year guarantee, with 

the sole exception of the upholstery coverings. 

Since we cannot control the handling and 

usage of these coverings, we cannot give an 

unconditional guarantee in this one instance.

Avalon lifetime guarantee, spares & servicing



Avalon Couches c/o Creswell 
Engineering, 5 Headquarters Road, 
West Wilts Trading Estate,  
Westbury, BA13 4JR

Tel: 01373 822212 
Email: enquiries@avalon-couches.co.uk
www.avalon-couches.co.uk
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Specialist suppliers to 
the Medical, Beauty and 
Aesthetics, Massage, 
Sports and Complementary 
Therapy sectors

All Avalon electric treatment couches are CE marked

Once your clients experience Avalon 
quality, luxury and performance, they 
won’t want to be treated anywhere else. 
Once you experience Avalon service, you 
will understand why so many leading 
therapists insist on using only our couches.
Avalon. Rest easy


